**BTCA Obedience:**

**4-9-17**
Judge: Ms. S Osburn

HIT: 1-Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN AX MXJ CGC    Owner: S Tortorelli

Nov. A:
Bosco Of Summer Hill Farm BN RE    Owner: D Rockwell

Nov.B:
1-Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN AX MXJ CGC    Owner: S Tortorelli
2-CH Poseodia Yes I Am BN RA MX MXB MXJ MJB OF T2B    Owner: M Balanowski
3-Destiny In Jesus BN RN    Owner: M/E Cerveny
4-Wannabe Run Resq Ballet Shoes CD BN RA CGC    Owner: J Newman

Beg. Novice B:
1- Pure Countrys Pipen Hot Sensation    Owner: T Crumpler
2- Dv’s Abba’s Unsolved Mystery    Owner: J Christman/C Enright
3- GCHG CH Knolland King Of The Road    Owner: B Capstick/L Boileau

Open A:
Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CD BN RA NAJ CGC    Owner: L Sheets

**4-10-17**
Judge: Ms S Osburn

HIT: CH Poseisdia Yes I M CD BN MX MXB MXJ MJB OF T2B CA    Owner: M Balanowski

Nov. A:
Bosco Of Summer Hill Farm BN RE    Owner: D Rockwell

NOV.B:
1-CH Poseisdia Yes I M CD BN MX MXB MXJ MJB OF T2B CA    Owner: M Balanowski
2-Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN AX MXJ CGC    Owner: S Tortorelli

Beg. Nov. B:
1-GCH CH Poseidia’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine AX MX NF CA    Owner: M Balanowski
2-Pure Countrys Pipen Hot Sensation    Owner: T Crumpler
3-Destiny In Jesus BN RN    Owner: M/E Cerveny
4-GCHG CH Knolland King Of The Road    Owner: B Capstick/L Boileau
4-11-17
Judge: Miss B Lee

HIT: Bosco Of Summer Hill Farm CD BN RE  Owner D Rockwell

Nov.A:
Bosco Of Summer Hill Farm CD BN RE  Owner D Rockwell

NovB:
1- CH Wannabe Run’s Forensic Specialist BN J Newman/ L Piercy
2- Wannabe Run Resq Ballet Shoes CD BN RA CGC J Newman

Beg. Nov. B:
GCHG CH Knolland King Of The Road   Owner: B Capstick/L Boileau
Rally
4-9-17
Judge: Ms S Osburn

Nov.B:
1-Pure Country’s Pipen Hot Sensation NA  Owner: T Crumpler
2-Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R MX MXJ MJB CA CGC  Owner: N Huber/F Gjestvang
3-Wannabe Run Tell No Tails To Abba  Owner: T Goodwin
4-Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanely CD BN AX MXJ CGC  S Tortorelli  Q-GCH CH Poseidia’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine AX MXJ NF CA  Owner: M/T Balanowski/ M Waterman

Adv. A:
GCH CH N & R’s Shooting Star From Dabs RN MX MXJ NF CA CGC  Owner: N Huber/R Gjestvang

Adv. B:
1-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CD BN RA NAJ CGC  Owner: L Sheets
2-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ  Owner: L Sheets/M Miller
3-Ravishing Ruby-Rae CD RAE MX MXJ OF  Owner: L/T Bays
4-Wannabe Run’s Leading Lady RN NAJ  Owner: L/E Piercy

Ex. B:
1-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ  Owner: L Sheets/M Miller
2-Ravishing Ruby-Rae CD RAE MX MXJ OF  Owner: L/T Bays
3-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CD BN RA NAJ CGC  Owner: L Sheets

4-10-17
Judge: Ms S Osburn

Nov.B:
1-Pure Country’s Pipen Hot Sensation NA  Owner: T Crumpler
2-Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R MX MXJ MJB CA CGC  Owner: N Huber/F Gjestvang
3-Dvs Abba’s Unsolved Mystery  Owner: J Christman/C Enright
4-GCH CH Poseidia’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine AX MXJ NF CA  Owner: M/T Balanowski/ M Waterman
Q-Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanely CD BN AX MXJ CGC  S Tortorelli

Adv. A:
GCH CH N & R’s Shooting Star From Dabs RN MX MXJ NF CA CGC  Owner: N Huber/ R Gjestvang
Adv. B:
1-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CD BN RA NAJ CGC  Owner: L Sheets
2-Ravishing Ruby-Rae CD RAE MX MXJ OF  Owner: L/T Bays
3-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ  Owner: L Sheets/M Miller
4-Wannabe Run Resq Ballet Shoes CD BN RA CGC  Owner: J Newman

Ex.B:
1-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ  Owner: L Sheets/M Miller
2-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CD BN RA NAJ CGC  Owner: L Sheets
3-Ravishing Ruby-Rae CD RAE MX MXJ OF  Owner: L/T Bays

4-11-17
Judge: L Brannum

Nov. B:
1-Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanely CD BN AX MXJ CGC  Owner: S Tortorelli
2-Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R MX MXJ MJB CA CGC  Owner: N Huber/F Gjestvang
3-Dvs Abba’s Unsolved Mystery  Owner: J Christman/C Enright
4-Wannabe Run Tell No Tails To Abba  Owner: T Goodwin
Q-GCH CH Poseidia’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine AX MXJ NF CA  Owner: M/T Balanowski/M Waterman
Q-CH Wannabe Run’s Forensic Specialist BN  Owner: J Newman/L Piercy
Q-Abba’s Wannabe Sing’In In The Rain  Owner: L Piercy/C Enright

Adv. A:
GCH CH N&R’s Shooting Star From Dabs RN MX MXJ NF CA CGC  Owner: N Huber/R Gjestvang

Adv. B:
1-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CD BN RA NAJ CGC  Owner: L Sheets
2-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ  Owner: L Sheets/M Miller
3-Wannabe Run’s Leading Lady RN NAJ  Owner: L/E Piercy

Ex. B:
1-CH Wannabe Run’s Rip It Up CD BN RA NAJ  Owner: L/E Piercy
2-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CD BN RA NAJ CGC  Owner: L Sheets
3-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RE AX AXJ  Owner: L Sheets/M Miller
April 7, 2017
Judge: L Gillice

Open 12"
Withrow's Sadie NA OAJ   N Withrow

Ex A 12"
Alpha's Take It To HEart CDX BN RE OA AXJ   L Sheets/M Miller

Master 8"
1- MACH4 Artistry's Black Gold CD RA MXB2 MJS2 MXF T2B3   K Misegadis
2- Jo-Clems Songs To Fill The Air RA MX MXJ MJB XF CA BCAT   J/D Haddy
3- MACH3 Jo-Clem Peregrin Took RE MXC MJB2 OF T2B3 CAX   J/D Haddy

Master 12"
GCH CH Poseidia's X-Cellent Agile Wolverine AX MXJ NF CA   M/T Balanowski/ M Waterman

Master Pref 8"
MACH4 Blossom's Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP MJP2 MXF TQX T2B3   N/J Wilson

Open JWW 8"
GCH CH Tam-Ra's Secret Investment OA NAJ NAP NF NFP BCAT   L Cowhig

Open JWW 12"
Lily NA NAJ NF   S St Antoine

Master JWW 8"
MACH4 Artistry's Black Gold CD RA MXB2 MJS2 MXF T2B3   K Misegadis

Master JWW 12"
Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN AX MXJ CGC   S Tortorelli

Nov Pref JWW 8"
1- Shangri-La's Let The Games Begin! BN RN NA NAJ NF   L/T Bays
2- Wannabe Run's Leading Lady RN NAJ L/E Piercy

Ex A Pref JWW 8"
Wannabe Run Never Trust A Pirate RN AX MXJ OAP OJP NF T2B2 CA   T Goodwin/L Piercy
2017 BTCA Agility Results

T2B 8”
Jo-Clem Songs To Fill The Air RA MX MXJ MJB XF CA BCAT J/D Haddy
MACH4 Artistry’s Black Gold CD RA MXB2 MJS2 MXF T2B3 K Misegadis
MACH3 Jo-Clem Peregrin Took RE MXC MJB2 OF T2B3 CAX J/D Haddy
GCH CH Tam-Ra’s Secret Investment OA NAJ NAP NF NFP BCAT L Cowhig

T2B 12”
Lily NA NAJ NF S St. Antoine
Withrow’s Sadie NA OAJ N Withrow

T2B Pref 8”
MACH4 Blossom’s Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP MJP2 MXF TQXT2B3 N/J
Wilson

April 8, 2017
Judge: L Gillice

Open 8”
Wannabe Run Captured Beauty NA OAJ T/M Goodwin/L Piercy

Open 12”
CH Bo-Ty’s Dreamin’ Of Leapin’ Lizards RN NA NAJ THD CGC S/C Sindt

Ex A 8”
GCH CH Tam-Ra’s Secret Investment OA NAJ NAP NF NFP BCAT L Cowhig

Ex A 12”
Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RE OA AXJ L Sheets/M Miller

Master 8”
1-Jo-Clem Songs To Fill The Air RA MX MXJ MJB XF CA BCAT J/D Haddy
2-MACH3 Jo-Clem Peregrin Took RE MXC MJB2 OF T2B3 CAX

Master 12”
1-GCH CH Poseidia’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine AX MXJ NF CA M/T Balanowski/ M Waterman
2-Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN AX MXJ CGC S Tortorelli

Novice Pref 8”
Riot’s I’m Sew Teed Off At Jingles BN RN A Brumleve/J Moore/E Staley

Master Pref 8”
2017 BTCA Agility Results

MACH4 Blossom’s Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP MJP2 MXF TQX T2B3 N/J Wilson

Open JWW 12”
CH Bo-Ty’s Dreamin’ Of Leapin’ Lizards RN NA NAJ THD CGC S/C Sindt

Master JWW 8”
1-MACH4 Artistry’s Black Gold CD RA MXB2 MJS2 MXF T2B3 K Misegadis
2-Jo-Clem Peregrin Took RE MXC MJB2 OF T2B3 CAX J/D Haddy

Master JWW 12”
Leaps&Bounds Super Manley Stanley CD BN AX MXJ CGC S Tortorelli

Nov Pref JWW 8”
1-Shangri-La’s Let The Games Begin! BN RN NA NAJ NF L/T Bays
2-Riot’s I’m Sew Teed Off At Jingles BN RN A Brumleve/J Morre/E Staley

Master JWW Pref 8”
MACH4 Blossom’s Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP MJP2 MXF TQX T2B3 N/J Wilson

T2B 8”
Jo-Clem Songs To Fill The Air RA MX MXJ MJB XF CA BCAT J/D Haddy
MACH4 Artistry’s Black Gold CD RA MXB2 MJS2 MXF T2B3 K Misegadis
MACH3 Jo-Clem Peregrin Took RE MXC MJB2 OF T2B3 CAX J/D Haddy
GCH CH Tam-Ra’s Secret Investment OA NAJ NAP NF NFP BCAT L Cowhig

T2B Pref 8”
MACH4 Blossom’s Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP MJP2 MXF TQX T2B3
Shangri-La’s Let The Games Begin! BN RN NA NAJ NF L/T Bays

April 9, 2017
Judge: L Gillice

Open 12”
1-CH Bo-Ty’s Dreamin’ Of Leapin’ Lizards RN NA NAJ THD CGC S/C Snidt
2-Lily NA OAJ NF S St Antoine

Exc A 8”
GCH CH Tam-Ra’s Secret Investment OA NAJ NAP NF NFP BCAT L Cowhig

Nov JWW 12”
Pure Country’s Pipen Hot Sensation NA T Crumpler
Open JWW 8"
GCH CH Tam-Ra’s Secret Investment OA NAJ NAP NF NFP BCAT   L Cowhig

Master JWW 8”
1-MACH4 Artistry’s Black Gold CD RA MXB2 MJS2 MXF T2B3   K Misegadis
2-MACH3 Jo-Clem Peregrin Took RE MXC MJB2 OF T2B3 CAX   J/D Haddy

Master JWW 12"
GCH CH N & R’s Shooting Star From Dabs RN MX MXJ NF CA CGC   N Huber/R Gjestvang

Ex A Pref JWW 8”
Wannabe Run Never Trust A Pirate RN AX MXJ OAP OJP NF T2B2 CA   T Goodwin/L Piercy

Master Pref JWW 8”
MACH4 Blossom’s Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP MJP2 MXF TQX T2B3   N/J Wilson

T2B 8”
Jo-Clem Songs To Fill The Air RA MX MXJ MJB XF CA BCAT   J/D Haddy
MACH4 Artistry’s Black Gold CD RA MXB2 MJS2 MXF T2B3   K Misegadis
MACH3 Jo-Clem Peregrin Took RE MXC MJB2 OF T2B3 CAX   J/D Haddy
GCH CH Tam-Ra’s Secret Investment OA NAJ NAP NF NFP BCAT   L Cowhig

T2B 12”
Lily NA OAJ NF   S St Antoine

T2B Pref 8”
MACH4 Blossom’s Cosmo Girl Wilson RN MXC MJB2 MXP MJP2 MXF TQX T2B3   N/J Wilson
Bosart’s City Boy MX MXJ XF T2B   N/J Wilson